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Abstract: The analysis of the Pioneer 10 and 11 data demonstrated the presence of an anomalous Doppler 
frequency blue-shift drift which is interpreted as an anomalous acceleration. The Doppler frequency dirft follows 
by considering the motions of the Pioneers in the universe, i.e. it is of cosmological origin. There is no 
anomalous acceleration. 
 
   1. Introduction 
There are many papers confirming an anomalous Doppler frequency blue-shift drift of the Pioneers (see e.g. 
Anderson et al. [1], Markwardt [2], Truyshev et al. [3], etc.). Generally it is interpreted as an anomalous 
acceleration of the spacecrafts. But it is difficult to explain this anomalous acceleration with standard physics. 
In this paper it is shown that the motion of the spacecrafts must be studied in the universe.  The Doppler 
frequency drift follows by a nonlinear variation of time in the universe for the observer, i.e. it is of cosmological 
origin and there is no anomalous acceleration of the spacecrafts. 
 
   2. Summary of some Results 
Let us start from a theory of gravitation in flat space-time studied in several papers (see e.g. [4]). A summary of 
the theory with applications can be found in paper [5] where references to the detailed studies are stated. 
Subsequently, we summarize some results of paper [6] which are used in the following.  
The flat space-time theory of gravitation has a flat space-time background metric 
                                                      ( ) .2 βααβη dxdxds −=                                                                                 (2.1) 
The gravitational field is desrcibed  by symmetrc tensor ijg  satisfying covariant (with respect to the flat space-
time metric (2.1)) differential equations of order two where the source of the field is the total energy-momentum 
tensor inclusive the gravitational field.The proper time (atomic time) is defined by 
                                                   ( ) .22 βααβτ dxdxgdc −=                                                                              (2.2) 
The application of the theory to homogeneous, isotropic, cosmological models starts with the pseudo-Euclidean 
geometry, i.e. 
                                                       ( ) )1,1,1,1( −= diagijη                                                                                 (2.3) 
where 321 ,, xxx  are Cartesian coordinates and  ctx =4 . The four-velocity of the universe is 
                                                0=iu  )3,2,1( =i ,   τd
dtcu =4                                                                     (2.4) 
and the potentials are 
                                        ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ))/1,,,( 222 thtatatadiaggij −=                                                           (2.5) 
where ( )ta  and ( )th  satisfy two coupled differential equations of order two with the initial conditions at 
present time 00 =t  
                                           ( ) ( ) 100 == ha ,   ( ) 00 Ha =& ,   ( ) 00 hh && = .                                                        (2.6) 
Here, the dot denotes the time-derivative, 0H  the Hubble constant and 0h& is a further constant of integration  
which is zero for Einstein´s theory. It follows that there are non-singular, cosmological models under natural 
conditions in contrast to Einstein´s theory. The functions ( )ta  and ( )th  must not be known for the subsequent 
considerations but they can be found in papers of the author. 
 
The Newtonian approximation of a perfect fluid in this universe is stated. Let 
                                           ( )tx,ρ ,  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )txvtxvtxvtxv ,,,,,, 321=                                                        (2.7) 
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be the density, resp. the three-velocity of the perfect fluid. Then, the density 
                                                                    τρρ d
dt=∗                                                                                     (2.8) 
implies the conserved mass  
                                                              ( ) ´´, 3xdtxM ∫ ∗= ρ                                                                            (2.9) 
and the equations of motion to Newtonian approximation in the universe are 
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Here, ⋅  denotes the Euclidean norm and k  is the gravitational constant. 
 
Assume that a distant atom in the universe is moving with velocity ( )0,0,v  and emits  at time et  a photon 
moving to the observer. Put 
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and let 0E  be the energy of the photon emitted from the same atom at rest. Then, the observer receives from the 
moving atom the emitted photon with the energy 
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   3. Explanation of the Doppler Frequency Drift 
In paper [6] an explanation of an anomalous acceleration of spacecrafts has been given by the use of equation 
(2.10). But the authors of the papers [1-3] measure a Doppler frequency drift which is interpreted as an 
anomalous acceleration. Furthermore, an observer uses not the time t  defined by the pseudo-Euclidean 
background geometry (2.3). This follows from the following considerations. Assume that a light ray at an object 
with distance r  from the observer is emitted at time et  and arrives at time at  at the observer. It follows from 
(2.2) by the use of (2.5) 
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Let us consider the relation (3.1) for two different light rays emitted at 
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Put 
12 ee
ttdt −=  and 
12
´ aa ttdt −=  then (3.2)  implies by the use of (2.6) 
                                                                        ( ) ( )thta
dtdt =´ .                                                                       (3.3) 
Relation (3.3) gives the connection between the time epoch dt  at a distant object  and the corresponding one 
´dt  as measured  by the  observer. The whole time  ´t  of  the observer since the beginning of the universe till 
the  time t  of the pseudo-Euclidean geometry  as background geometry is given by 
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Relation (3.4) defines a unique correspondance between the  times t  and ´t . Subsequently, for any time t  the 
corresponding time of the observer is denoted by ´t and conversely. 
The observer´s time (3.3) implies for the relation (2.2) with (2.5) the proper time 
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and for (2.1) with (2.3) the background metric 
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where t  must be replaced by t ´ by the use of (3.4). 
Relation (3.5) implies for the observer that the light velocity  in the universe is always the vacuum light velocity. 
The velocity ( )tvi  with repect to the system time t  of the pseudo-Euclidean geometry is transformed by the use 
of  (3.3) to the observer´s velocity  
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Then, the equations of motion (2.10) in the universe have the form 
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These equations give in analogy to the considerations of paper [6] for several point masses jM  in the solar 
system by the use of (2.6) 
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where ´lv denotes the velocity vector of particle l . Hence, the observer can not measure an anomalous 
acceleration in the universe because the first expression on the right hand side of (3.9) is too small. 
Let us now consider the energy of a photon emitted at time et  from an atom moving in the universe away from 
the observer. Formula (2.12) gives by the use of (3.7) to the first order in the velocity by the use of  νhE =  
(h : Planck constant) for the frequency  of the arriving photon 
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where 0ν  is the frequency  emitted at present by the same atom at rest  (reference frequency). In the general case 
where the velocity vector and the line of sight enclose  an angle ϑ   the velocity  ´v  must be multiplied with 
ϑcos . 
The total Doppler frequency  drift is given by 
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where obsν  is the observed frequency drift.The first expression on the right hand side is the measured frequency 
drift (see e.. [3]) 
                                                                             ./106 9 sHz−⋅≈ν&                                                              (3.12) 
The last expression of equation (3.11) is given by Taylor expansion  and the use of  (2.6) 
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The used reference frequency (see [1]) is  
                                                                    Hz90 1029.2 ⋅=ν                                                                       (3.14) 
and presently assumed best Hubble constant 
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kmH 1103.2
sec
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−⋅≈≈                                                      (3.15) 
give for the second expression of formula (3.11) 
                                                                        .103.5 900
−⋅−≈− νH                                                             (3.16) 
Hence, the total Doppler frequency drift (3.11) in the universe is by the use of (3.12) and (3.13) with (3.16) about 
zero. Therefore, the measured frequency drift does not imply an anomalous acceleration but follows by 
considering the energy of the photons in the universe, i.e. it is of cosmological origin. 
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